SUMMARY

Benefits For IT-Admins
Bring IT to the next level

IT administrators love working with our solutions. After a short training, you also will be
able to address desktop challenges you were unable to address before. How you spend
the time saved on boring daily desktop management tasks, is all up to you.

Decrease your workload, increase your service level, increase user experience
and become more productive.

Summary of benefits
• Centralized management will provide you real
time information about workspaces and the
ability to implement changes and solutions
pro-actively, in real time and without the need
of a physical visit.
• Wizard oriented interfaces remove all
complexity in your daily tasks. You can easily
delegate certain tasks to other parts of the
organization
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• Simple and rapid distribution of applications
and updates – Applications and updates,
whether virtual or not, are instantly available
to users. Proactive desktop and application
management – By using Scense Session
Control, you will have real-time control over
the entire user session addressing IT issues
proactively or, in the case of an emergency, in
real time. This increases user satisfaction and
productivity and dramatically reduces the
number of service desk calls

SUMMARY – Benefits for IT-Administrators
• No more image management. One image for
each OS is all you need. The Scense client
software will automatically create a fully
functional workspace with all applicable
applications and settings.

• No more crashing applications and desktops.
Scense Adaptive Installer will make sure that
workspaces and applications remain without

• Self-service tooling – Today, you probably
spend too much time in keeping the IT
environment up and running. The Scense
administrator tasks are converted into
standard modules that can be delegated to
any given employee to provide self-service
support.

About Appixoft
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Through our high-end User Workspace Management solution Scense, we deliver
dynamic applications in a personalized workspace to many thousands of satisfied
users worldwide. Scense plays a strategic role in delivering functionality and realtime access to the right persons, in time, wherever they happen to be. By doing so,
we enable organizations to deliver business-critical applications and information
quickly and efficiently. We work towards the ultimate productivity and user
experience for both end users and administrators. And with a great sense of
honesty:
Appixoft provides, Scense delivers!
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